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DISRUPTIVE
DNA MAKES
FOR SUCCESS

Enter DAZN, the world’s first, pure sport
live and on-demand streaming service.
Live in 7 markets; U.S., Canada, Italy,
Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Japan.
150+ million hours. 20,000 live events.
Low-cost subscription, first month free,
no contract, cancel anytime.

LET’S CHANGE
THE GAME
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A FANS FIRST BUSINESS
WHAT YOU WANT
The best and biggest sports live and
on demand.

WHERE YOU WANT
On every device, anywhere.

HOW YOU WANT
Affordable, accessibly, flexible.
Flat low-cost monthly fee.

$9.99 / €9.99 in most markets
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WATCH ANYWHERE
Available on 95% of devices

*

*coming soon
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GETTING OFF THE GROUND
2015

2016
2016

2017

2018

FROM PAPER
TO ALPHA

ROAD TO
PRODUCTION

FEATURE TRAINS

OKR DRIVEN
AUTOMANY

SPLIT TEAMS,
MULTIPLE LOCATIONS

HEART BEAT TO
MANAGE MULTIPLE
DEPENDENCIES

YOU BUILD IT,
YOU OWN IT

MONITOR YOUR
METRICS

2017

2018

2019
2019
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THE BASICS
AGILE

TRUST

UBIQUITOUS

All Teams are running some form of
Agile, be that Scrum or Kanban;
normally depending on the size of
the team, the form and pace, or
simply what works for them.

We have always been open with our
teams regardless of whether they
are internal, contractors or external
partners; transparency helps teams
make the right decisions.

Executives brought into agile; all
talking the same language. If they
have an idea, it’s entered on to
the roadmap through the same
process; no one is special

DAZN APPROACH
PR/FAQ

DATA DRIVEN ROADMAP

Taken from Amazon, this is
a one page vision statement
(Press Release), and a series
of FAQs detailing the
expected behaviors and edge cases,
support by data. These are later broken
down into Epics then User Stories by
Teams.

Each vertical holds
a high level
roadmap of ideas,
all with super highlevel effort estimates, expected value
metrics (subscribes, churn reduction),
prioritized on their anticipated ROI

ORGANISATION

PROGRAMME REVIEW

A teams are aligned in
verticals (Acquisition,
Playback, Discovery),
specializing in their area,
with all the skills and budget
to exceed. The key was to remove
architectural dependencies to allow
teams to run freely: inverse Conway’s law

Every week to gather all
team leaders and
stakeholders to review
our top 25 critical
projects. This is our portfolio level scrum
of scrums; a chance to raise blockers,
escalate change and set expectations.

MULTI VARIENT TESTING
When we’re unclear
about the impact on our
KPIs we validate our
decision via A/B testing.
We assess the true value of our features
quickly, in a controlled environment
before full launch. We look to test quickly
and often to ensure the best results.

KPI REVIEWS
Every week verticals
(engineering, product,
leaders) gather to review
all key metrics to ensure
they stay close to the data; the customer
experience, and continually drive
towards our goals of providing the best
services to our customers.

WHAT WE’RE DOING NOW
CONTINOUS DEPLOYMENT

SERVICE LEVEL OBJECTIVES

Not all teams are on continuous
deployment. We still need to
improve automation and change
notification systems to allow the
business trust and monitor all teams.

All teams have Service Level
Agreements (SLA) and now we’re
working between to ensure we
understand and configure our SLOs
on latency and performance.

LEARNING

Reading, Listening, Watching;
Testing, Iterating, Improving;
Monitoring, Measuring, Sharing.
No single person has the answers;
Together we grow and improve.

THE CHALLENGES
EVOLVING PROCESS

HUMAN RESPONSE

AGILE 101

Rapid growth means you iterate
processes, communicate and listen
to feedback. Adding layers should
never involve blockers to getting
things done or reducing autonomy.

Everyone reacts to change in a
different way, and pace. People
want to be involved in decisions that
affect them, everyone is on the same
journey. Alignment needs to breath.

When on-boarding a new team,
we often need to start from
scratch, explain how and why we
do things, and about our culture.
With passion, every time.
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